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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DRAFTING COMMITTEE

There is comparatively little of substance by way of drafting

instructions which Committee V can usefully bring to the attention of the

Drafting Committee -other than the agreed text appended to the Report of

the Committee and the general comments and observations thereon contained

in Fart IIof that Report. Except in the case of provisions dealing with

voting in the Conference and Executive Board and with membership of the

latter body, the Committee was successful in reaching a very substantial

identity of views on virtually all matters coming within its terms of

reference. Formal reservations (apart from general reservations on

the question of voting and related issues,) were entered with respect

to one provision only (paragraph 4 of Article 78 of the United States

Draft Text as amended). In some other instances a minority point of

view was forcefully presented during the initial discussion of particular

articles but in most cases delegates elected not to press their point or

to agree to accept compromise solutions based on sub-committee recommenda-

tions. Attention is drawn in the following notes to the comparatively

few cases where delegations, through agreeing in principle with certain

Charter provisions, nevertheless asked that their observations be brought

to the notice of the Drafting Committee. The Commiittee hopes that on

the basis of. the agreed text, and in the light of the record of its

proceedings and of other relevant documentation, it will be found possible

to produce definitive drafts on which final decisions can be more easily

taken.
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Article 50 - Functions

1. The Delegate too Canada observingthat the exact implications of

paragraph 2 of this Article were by no means clear, "enteredd a caveat"

to the effect that at some stage the paragraph should be reworded in

order to make perfectly clear its intentions regarding the responsibili

and commitments to be undertaken by the international Trade Organization.

Though the substantive issues raised by the delegate for Canada have no

yet been fully determined, the Drafting Committee should examine

paragraph 2 in the light of the recomendations of the Joint Committee c

Committee I and II end of any action which the Economic and Social

Council or its commissions .may in the meantime take with respect there to

2, With respect to sub-paragraph (a) particularly, it was generally

recognized that some modification may be necessary, as a consecuernce of

the addition to the Charter of anew and separate Chapter on Industrial

Development.

3. The Drafting Committee should examine the provisions of Article 50

generally and of sub-paragraph (d) in particular, with aview to ensuring

that they are consistent with. other provisions of the Charter, especially

with those relating to employment policy and industrial development of

which Committee V did not have full or sufficient knowledge when

considering this Article.

4. In connection with sub-paragraph (d). also, the delegate for

India expressed the hope that the Drafting Committee would consider its

appropriate position within Article 50. His delegation considered that

the promotions of industrial and general economic development was one of

the primary functions of the Organzationand consequently felt it was of

the utmost importance that both the. content and arrangement of the

charter shouldemphasize this fact' * - - :* v L

5.TheDraftingCommittee should give. careful consideration to the orde

1n which variousfunctions set out in Article 50 shouldbe arranged^_- .'', ; ........... ,-;*.. vs-*,



having regard to the relevant Charter provisions and to the discussion

which has taken place, particularly with reference to the general

problem of industrialization.

Article 55 - Powers and Duties of the Conferenoe

1. The delegate for France, in commenting on paragraph 8 of this

Article, pointed to a number of provisions elsewhere in the Charter which

involved important decisions by the Conference and with respect to which

no precise voting requirement had been laid down. As the Charter now stood,

such decisions would be taken by a simple majority vote under article 53.

He thought that consideration should be given as to whether a two-thirds

majority should not be required in the case of Conference decisions, for

example, under Articles 20 (3), 25 (3b), 29, 30, 35 and 45.

2. Apart from the question of its competence in the matter, it was

not feasible for Committee V to do very much until the Committees

substantively concerned had concluded their deliberations and the

Drafting Committee might, therefore, review the position in the light of

the delegate for France's comments and such recomendations regarding

majority -vote requirement as the other Committees may have made.

Article 56 - Interim Tariff Committee

Attention is drawn to the fact that the delegations of Canada, New Zealand

and the United Kingdom, which had declared themselves as favouring the

principle of weighted voting in the Conference, entered a reservation

in regard to paragraph 3.

Article 60 - Executive Board-Powers and Duties

The last sentence of paragraph 1 was not fully considered by

Committee V, and may require some consequential re-casting accordance

with the recommendations of the Joint Committee and any subsequent

decisions resulting therefrom.
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Article 62 - Composition and Procedure of Commissions

With reference to paragraph 2 of this Article, the delegate for

China urged that the Charter shoud include specifcic provisions under

whihon the Executive Board would be obliged to consult member Governments

before appointing any of their nationals to be members of Commissions. He

also desired that it should be expressly porovidedthatnot more than one

national from any country should serve on any one Commission. Most

delegates shared the viewthat itwould be unnecessary and undesirable

to include such. provisions either inor the Charter itself or any formal

recommendation,Thedeliegate for China did not press these proposals on

the understanding that it would be brought to attention of the

Drafting Committee as the views of the delegation ofChina

Articles (64-66- Functions of Commissions

1.Itwas decided by Committee V that thefunctions of the three

comissions as set out in Articles 64, 65s and 66 of the united States

:-~- '- c.n- ---could not usefully be discussed in any detail util such

H-re as the the threecommittees substantively concerned in these matterss had

comlepted theirwork . Lack oftime therefore, preventedthe Committee -V

from attempting to deal in any definitive with-drafts covering functions

of Commissions. It was agreed merely to approve the general scheme

and arrangement as set out in the United States Draft Charterand to

transit directly to the Drafting Committee any observations, suggestions
or redrafts of thesearticles which might be received from Committee II,

III, and IVor from individual delegations.
2. The Drafting Committee should in the light of the general. views of

Committee v concerningthestructure of Commissions and on the basis of

the conclusionsreached.by the other working Committees prepare appropriatedraftscovering the functions Commission onCommercial policy
-E*iao - AtandCommodities. The attention of the Drafting;_0s} _- ' - '
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Committee is drawn carti,1ay to tne followinF, documents appended

to this report:

(a) Redraft of Article 65 as approved by Committee III in

consultation with the Chairman and certain other members of

Committee IT;

(b) Communication from the Chairman of Committee IV together with

a statement setting out the ideas of that Committee as to allocation

of the function, which are tobe under-taken by the Organization a:

the field of commodityarrangements, between . the variousorgans of

the International Trade 0rganization.

3. Attention is called to following statement appear inpart II

of Committee V's Report (Paragraph 7 Section C - The Commissions',

"A proposal was submittted calling for the establishment of an aditional

Commission to deal with the Expansion of Production, Industrilization.

and Employment."

4.I7n view of the fact that; Joint committee of Committees I and II

was referringthe question of machinary to the Econocmic and Social
Council for advice, it was agreed. thatthe matterwouldhave to be left

over for thepresent, to be considered later by the Drafting Committee

and the next session of the Preraratory Committee.

5. Tre Drafting Committee shouldtake such action as it deems

appropriate with-reference to this matter, in the light of the

discussion which; took place in Committee V, the recomendations of the

joint Committeeof Committees I and IIand suchaction as the Economic

and Social Council maydecide upon.

Article 76 - Interpretation and Settlementof Disputes

1.In connection with paragraph 3 this Article the deleg or the

Netherlands strongly urged that all rulingsof the Conference whether they

concern .justifioableissues or otherquestions be open to appeal to the
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International Court of Justice or to arbitration.. A memorandum setting

out the agreed views of the delegations of the Netherlands, Belgium and

France on this subject was later circulated. It was agreed that this

Memorandum should be transmitted directly to theDrafting Committee for

its consideration conjunction with.report of Committee V's

discussion. A copy of the memorandum is accordingly appended re- -

The DraftingCommittee shouldgive appropriate considering to this

paper.
2. With reference to paragraph 4 of this Article,it was the desire

of the majority that the Crganization shouldbe grantedageneral blanket

authorization to seek advisory opinions from the international court.

However, in view of fact that the GeneralAssemblyhas still to

decide on this question in connection with the agreementsthat have been

negotiated with other specializedagencies, itwas decieded after a full

Discussion that, for the time being at last, the wording of this paragraph

should merely refer to paragraph 2 of Article,96 of the chapter of the

United Nations. If, in the meantime, the Gneral Assembly agreesto grant

to other specialized agencies a general authorization. in. terms of the

relevant Article of the Draft Ageemenets with the International Labour

Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization and the United

Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organiztion, the Drafting

Committee should consider the desirabilityof redrafting- paragraph 4

accordingly.

Article 77 - Payment of Contributions

1. Doubt was expressedby several delegates whether the provisions of

this Article should appear among the miscellaneous provisions of the

Charter or 'be included either in .Article 55 on the subject of powers and

duties of the Conference, or in Article 55on the subject of

voting.7r ,
.,,. ;. :.. .. .
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2. In considering the most appropriate and logica.l arrangement of the

provisions of the Charter, the Drafting Committee should pay particular

attention to this matter.

article 78 - Entry into Force

1. The Delegate for the United Kingdom proposed, with reference to

paragraph 2 and having regard to the suggestionshis delegation had made

on the subject of weighted voting, that an alternative method of bringing,

the Charter into forces would be to provide for its taking, effect when a.

certain proportion of the world's tradewas covered by the countries

which were prepared to acccept its provisions.

2. The Drafting Committee might bear this suggestion in mind in

connection with any alternative provisions which they may decide to

prepare.

3. The attention of the Drafting Committee is drawn to the reservations

entered Fry the delegates for .Australia, France and the Nethrlands with

respect to paragraph 4ofi this Article.

Article 79 - withdrawanl

1. The question was raisesd whether there would be any possible conflict

between the provisions of Article; 3C and paragraph . of article 79. It

was suggested that to make the position quite clear a reference to

Article 30 could be inserted in paragraph 1 of Article 79 or alternatively

that the words '"except as otherwise provided" might be added at the

begining of Article 79. It was agreed, however, that since other points

of the same nature would no- doubt arise, the observations made on this

matter in Committee V should be passed on to the Drafting Committee for

2. The Drafting Committee should therefore carefully review the provis-

ions of the Charter as a whole with this consideration in mind.
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General

1. In the case of Articles 53, 57 o.nd 58 on Voting and Executive Board

Membership, no very specific conclusions were arrived at. The attention

of the Drafting Committee is called to the exchange of views which

occurred with reference to these matters at the Fifth, Eigth, Twelfth

and Fourteenth Meetings of the Committee and to the written statements

submitted to the Committee by the delegation of the United Kingdom and

by the delegations of Belgium and the Netherlands respectively, and the

redraft of Article 57 presented by the delegation. of Brazil. Reference

should also be made to the review.- of the deliberations on these questions

as set out in its Report to the Preparatory Committee together with the

alternative texts of articles 57 contained in the appendix thereto.

2. The Drafting Committee, in so far as it is able to do so within its

terms of reference; should formulate aIternative schemes that will take

account of the suggestions:

(a) that a weighted system of voting should be adopted;

(b) that there should be equal voting but some kind of provision

for permanent seats on the Executive Board.

3. A.ny drafts, which it might prepare with respect to Articles .53, 57

and 58, should take due account of the various suggestions and observat-

ions made in the course of the Committee V's deliberations.

4. In connection with paragraph 1 of articlee 57, fixing the membership

of the Executive Board at fifteen, attention .wasdrawn by the delegates

for China and New Zealand to the fact that provision migiht need to be

made for a smaller Executive Board in the event of the Charter being

brought into force in accordance with the provision contained in

paragraph 3 of article 78.. The Drafting Committee should. give this point

consideration It.wll be noted that inArticle 55 (2) and (8). and in

Article 75, preference is made .to a two-thirds majority of the members of the

Organization. This expression gave rise to a certain amount of discuss
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as a result of which the Committee agreed upon the following, formulae:

(a) "by the affirmative votes of two-thirds of the Members"

(b) "by the affirmative votes of two-thirds of the Members

present and voting"

5. It was considered that the first formula should be used in those

cases where by virtue of their importance matters should. be decided by an

affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the total membership and that

the latter formula should apply in the cases of relatively less important

decisions. Some delegates, however, considered that these formulae

were not entirely free of ambiguity.

6. The Drafting, Committee should, therefore, examine this questionwith

a view to incorporation in the text of the Charter where necessarysuch

wording as clearly conveys what is intended.

7. The suggestion wasmade that paragraph 2 of Article 70 together with

paragraph1 of Article 71, since they are of a temporary chararcter, might

more suitably be placed in separate chapter in the Charter. The

Drafting Committee should bear this suggestion in mind in connection with

such attention which it will give to the general arrangement and form of

the provisions of the Charter.



APPENDIX I

TEXTOF ARTICLE H OF COMMITTEE III
(DOCUMENT E/PC/T/15)

Article B. Functions of Commission. on Business Practices

The Commission on Business Practices shall have the following

functions:

1 Inaccordance with Article B to.:

(a) Arrange, at the request of a member, consultative conferences

with other Members and make appropriate reports for communication

at the discretion of the Executive Board to allMembers;

(b) Receive and consider written complaints concerning restrictive

business practices in international trade; /

(c) Prescribumminimtmirfornation required in. mpch co=;laints;

id) NMemfy; ::beom lf canpiaints received and renfurest ifomation

relati- to omplucn ccziais;

(e) Request fudathef :maM'mor ledbers and cooduct cr arrange for

hearings;

(f) Report to the Executive Board its findnngs amd itmmreco=enda-

tionsmof reedial measures;

(z) Request repoomsMem=n .zubers on thenactior taken as a result

om recoaendamions -ade mo thea by the Executive Board; and

(hp Prezpre reforpts cr ublication by the Executire Boaxd.

2. in accordance with Article C, and subject to the approval of the

executive Board, to conduct studies relating to business practhcch wbidO

restrain competition, restrict access to markets or foster monopolistic

control irn intenatiodl tra-e, or nelatilg to international conventions

or national laws and procedures designed to carry out the objectives of

Article B or to those miich =ay effect such objectives, and to make

#
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recommendations when appropriate to the Executive Board for nation

by Members.

3. To advise the Executive Board as to information and other

materials to be obtained from Members or other sources in the discharge

of the duties and responsibilities of the Commission.

4. To perform such other functions, pursuant to the objectives of

the Chapter on Restrictive Business Practices as may be assigned to

it fromtime to time by the Executive Board.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV (DOCUMENT E/PC/T/17)

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ASSIGNEMENT OF FUCTIONS AND
ORGAINIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Throughout the above Draft Chapter, though not in one instance,

the term "Organization" has been used without specifyring a particular

part of the Organization. However, the ideas of the Committee on

inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements as to the allocation of

functions in connection with such arrangements to various parts of

the Organization were forwarded to the Committee dealing with

Administration and Organization. These suggestions are set out in the

following table.
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REFERENCETO
CHAPTER VI AS

Article -3
Paragraph 2

Article 3
Paragraph

Article 4-
Paragraph1

Article 4
Paragraph2

FUNCTION

Invitation to certain Members and
non--Members to appoint representa-
tives to a StudyGroup.

The Study Group mekes recommendations
to the Organisation as to how best.

Convening of Commodity Conference

Invitation to non-Members to parti-
cipatioe in Commodity, conference.

3

*1

ORGANIZATION
Executive Board on the
recommendation of the
Commodity Commission;
the latter will carryout
actualadministrative
arrangements for the Study

Recommendations received
by commodity Commissionand
transmitted to Membersof
ITO through.Executive
Board.

ditto.

Receipt of studies, or ocf request
for studies, from specialized
agencies.

Request to specializedagencies
totake part inthe work of theCommodity Conference
Determination of whether. terms are
"no lessfavourables."Approval of
terms ofsubsequentparticipation.

commodity Commission.

Executive Board on the
recommendation of the
Commodity Commission.

Excutive Board on. the
recommenedation of the
Commodity Commission.

Article 6

Paragraph 2
Invitation to non-Members to

participation in arrangements

Article 7
Paragrapb. 3

Decision -whether exceptional
circumstances exist which would
justify a regulatoryagreement. for
a non-primary commodiity.

Executive Board advised by

Commodity Commission.,

Subject to procedures
established by the

Conference.

(NOTE: .with reference to paragraphs
1 and 2 of Article 7, it would appear
that the determination whether the
circumstances in fact exist in whcih
a regulatory agreement may be used will
be made "by consultation among the
Members having an important interest
in the trade in the product concerned'.
See Draft Charter, Article 55, paragraph-
6, read together witha Article 66,
paragrq'ap 3, anda Article 45,
paragraph 2 (b) ) .

Article 5

Article 5
Paragraph2

1

2

Article 6
Paragraph1

ditto.



REFERENCE TO
CHAPTE VI AS
REDRAFTED

Article 9
Paragaph 3

Article 9
Paragraph 4

ArticIe 9
Paragraph 5

Article 9
Paragraph 6

Article 9
Paragraph 7

Article 10

FUNCTION

Appointment of non-voting members.
Commodity Council..

Nomination of non-voting Chairman
at request of Commodity Council.

Consultation re Secretariat,

Approval of rules of procedure.

Receipt of reports from Commodity
Coucil, and requests to latter
for special reports.

Preparation and publication of
a review of operation of an
agreement.

- ': -A

EDSUGUTHESITYtLR17."

ORCiIZATION

zo .23cutive Board on the.
rnconmerdation of the
CommooitisCcmmssion

CommodimissiComiion
'(Ref.Article 66 -

aparagrph 8 of Draft
Charter.)-

ditto.

Commodimy Com-ission
(ref. Article 66
paragraph 7 of Draft
Charter).

Commodity Commission
(Ref. Article 66
paragraph 9 of Draft
Charter.)

Preparationeby thx
Coz-odity Commission;
publication by authority
of the Executive Board.

Disposal ofvarchiycs, et-. on
terination of an agreement.

Documents in charge of
Direqtor-General.

Article 12
Pparagrah 1

Article 12
Paragraph 2

Receipt of information regarding
estinmmg co~oityarrangementst;
review and decision regarding
continued participation.

Simifar :zunction in connection
vith negotiations.

Executive Board (subject
po actroval of the
Conference) upon
recommendation of the
Ocmmodity Commission.

Executive Board (subject
to approval of the
Conference) upon
recommendation of the
CommodimmiCoinnssion.

.NIOTE: General matters not specifycallJ referred to in the Draft Charter,

which inolve. the Organization will normally fall within the province of the

City oCommissioQ=6in in its advisory capacity to xece Eecutive Board.
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APPENDEX III

MEMORENDUM (DOCUMENT E/PC/T/C.V/35)
Submitted by the Belgian, French and Netherlands

Delegations relating to the settlement of disputes
which might arise out of the working of the ITO

(Article 54, paragraph 4 and Article 76, paragraph
2 of the American Suggested Charter)

The Belgian, French and Netherlands-Délegations consider that the

International Trade and Employment Organization will only be able to

achieve its aims if all Members have full confidence in it and, in

particular, feel convinced that disputes.arising from the application

of the Charter will be settled with perfect equity.

Therefore it seems essential for the future of the ITO that any

Member exposed to serious injury by reason of decisions of the

Organization should be entitled to appeal to an independent tribunal,

here impartial judges, free from any political bias, will pronounce

final judgement.

Failing such right of appeal, there-would be a danger of conditions

of tension arising within the Organization, which could only be resolved

by the withdrawal of the Members who considered themselves injured.

Far from impeding the working of the Organization or threatening its

prestige, the possibility of appeal to an international high, tribunal,

enjoying sufficient authority to discourage any rash or unjustified

appeal, would be a safeguard for the ITO itself and one of the essentials

of co-operation between all Members.

Committee V has already recognized the significance of these

observations:

1. When, during the preliminary discussions on the powers of the

Commissions, several Delegates were unwilling to accord the latter

the. right of judging in the first instance disputes between Member

states.
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2. Then the Committee Proposedto amend article 76 of the

Suggested Charter with a view to providing for recourse to

arbitration and the right of appeal to the International Court of

Justice against decisions of the Conference.

However, it would seem that the present text might well give rise

to difficulties of interpretation. Therefore the three Delegations are

of the opinion that it would be advisable to redraft the new Article 76

so as to specify that:

(a) Any dispute between ;members of the Organization shall be

submitted in the first Instance to the Executive Board., which may

either give a ruling, or, with the agreement of both parties, refer

the dispute to arbitration.

(b) Appeal to the Conference may be made against an. decision of

the Executive Board..

(c) Appeal to the International Court of Justice against any

decision or recommendation of the Conference detrimental to the

interests of a Member, may be made at the request of the Member

concerned.

As it is clear that the settlement of disputes of a commercial and

economic character postulates the existence of a specialized tribunal with

suitably qualified judges, the three Delegations request the Conference

on Trade and Employment to recommend to the United Nations the setting

up within the International Court of Justice of an Economic Chamber to

hear and determine disputes arising out of the application of.the Charter

of the International Trade Organization, and, to this end, to recommend

an increase in the number of judges by enlisting the services of persons

with the requisite experience.

Having mad these proposals, the three Delegations suggest that

this Memorandum be annexed to--the Report of Committee V, to be submitted

tothePreparatoryCommiteeinPlenary Session.
...~ e.. .


